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BOARD CHAIR MESSAGE
In 2014 the Police Board set a new strategic direction for the service. This new 
strategic direction embraced much of what the service had been doing for the 
community.  

There was however a recognition that the work of police service has become 
increasingly integrated with other human service agencies.  Further, it was clear 
that in order to get better outcomes the service needed to be acting in concert 
with these agencies to help individuals and families.   This lead to the adoption of 
community mobilization as a strategy to enhance public safety.  

In April of 2015, we saw the launch of our community mobilization program.  While 
the initiative is still in its infancy and awaits provincial financial support, the board 
has received very positive feedback from our service and our partners about 
the first year of operation.  Our Chief, Ian Grant, is to be commended for the 
leadership he has shown in spearheading the development of this approach in 
Brandon.  

Now in its third year of operation, the board continues to develop and evolve and 
has enjoyed a cooperative and supportive  relationship with the City of Brandon 
as we continue the transition from the police being a city department to a board 
governed entity.  

The economics of public safety continues to be at the forefront of national 
discussions. Locally, it remains a focus for the police board. Making sure that our 
growing city continues to have adequate police services at a cost our funders 
can afford is critical to our sustainability. This year the board was able to submit a 
funding request to the City of Brandon that was below the rate of inflation.  
 
As 2016 approaches, the board anticipates further engagement with citizens 
and our partners for the next steps in the development of the service. We 
are confident that we can contribute to creating a vibrant, safe and growing 
community.  

Respectfully Submitted on Behalf of the Board,

Mark Frison, Chair

Mark Frison, Chair

Chief Ian Grant, Jamie Chinchilla Solano, John Schneiderbanger (Vice-Chair), Mark Frison (Chair), Lorraine Pompana, Mayor Rick Chrest 
Missing from Photo: Scott Hildebrand (City Manager), Shawn Berry (Councillor), 



CHIEF OF POLICE
Although there is great value in looking ahead as to where we want 
to go as a Police Service, there is equally great value in looking 
back and celebrating what we have been able to accomplish. 
Policing is a collaborative effort. It requires the commitment of our 
87 sworn members, 38 civilian employees, numerous volunteers, 
and close to 50,000 citizens to ensure our mission of being 
“Committed to Community Safety” works.  With this thought in mind 
it is both an honour and a pleasure to present to you the Brandon 
Police Service 2015 Annual Report. 

The Police Service is fortunate in that it enjoys great support from 
our community. Our Police Board and City Council have worked to 
provide the Service with the necessary resources in order that we 
can complete our mission. Our 2015 budget was approved with 
minor adjustments at the Council deliberations in January.

In November, a very unfortunate incident took place when one 
of our members received numerous stab wounds while arresting 
a male adult near Brandon University. There was a tremendous 
outpouring of support that came from this community for our 
wounded officer, as well as all other members and employees of the 
Service. This made a most unfortunate circumstance a bit easier 
to handle. I often receive compliments directed towards individual 
members and employees during any given year. It is with a sense 
appreciation to the citizens who bring forward kind comments, and 
with a great sense of pride, that I acknowledge those messages and 
ensure the members and employees are aware of the high regard in 
which they are held.  

Major strides were made during 2015 in terms of our strategic 
plan goals. Our strategic plan was reviewed and after minor 
modifications it was approved by the Police Board in early 2014. 
One of the key goals for the plan was bringing a Community 
Mobilization effort to our city and region. Working with various 
community partners involved in providing human services, we 
were able to form “Community Mobilization Westman.” This effort 
has brought together many human service providers who work not 
only in Brandon but also within the Westman Region, including our 
policing partners from the RCMP. 

Community Mobilization is a proactive approach to community 
health and safety. It brings together key people from various human 
service sectors to help and support people who are at acutely 
elevated risk.  The HUB table representatives “went live” on April 
28th and began to deal with real situations impacting real people. 
To year end the HUB table has dealt with 97 situations and has put 
people in contact with necessary services in 61 of those cases. In 
22 situations people have been advised of services available to 
them. There have been countless anecdotal stories of how human 
service providers working together, as opposed to individual silos, 
have made positive impacts on the lives of people or families at 
acutely elevated risk. 



Calls for service continue to trend upward, and in 2015 there were 
over 400 more calls for service than in 2014. This increase in calls for 
service also corresponds to more reported crime, with 2015 seeing 
our overall crime statistics rise slightly compared to our 2014 Annual 
Report. There was a 12 percent increase in overall reported crime 
and federal statute offences. Our crimes against persons increased 
by 15 percent, crimes against property by 14 percent and other 
criminal offences/federal statutes virtually unchanged.
 
Positive interaction with the public is a key element of being a 
successful police service and one that can help hold and retain public 
confidence. In keeping with Peel’s Principles of Policing, created by 
Sir Robert Peel in 1829, one of the most important principles is that 
of maintaining a relationship with the public. This key principle further 
states “that the police are the public and the public are the police, the 
police being only members of the public who are paid to give full-
time attention to duties which are incumbent on every citizen in the 
interests of the community welfare and existence.”

During 2015 members of the Brandon Police Service conducted over 
630 extra community patrols. This involved getting out of vehicles 
and interacting with the public by conducting foot patrols, attending 
to community events and recreational facilities within our community. 
Community volunteers, such as our Victim Services volunteers and 
the local Citizens on Patrol program, put in over 3,000 hours of 
volunteer time working alongside police to address community safety. 
We are living by Sir Robert’s key principle. 

As in past years the Police Service continues to address the issue 
of containing costs. Given that our City is growing and demands on 
services are increasing, we do need to maintain our staffing level 
while continuing to operate efficiently. All vacancies are analyzed 
and decisions made as to how the vacancy will be dealt with. Again 
in 2015, we have reduced our ranked positions (Sergeant and Staff 
Sergeant) by moving to one less Sergeant while maintaining our 
overall officer compliment. We are also continuing to explore the 
Community Safety Officer concept, not as a replacement of fully 
trained police officers but to help supplement their efforts and to slow 
down growth of fully trained police as this City grows. 

Finally, the only constant in my 35 + years in policing is change. 
During 2015 we lost some great employees who decided to either 
retire or to pursue other interests. We miss them but we all know that 
the job that we do goes on. In 2015 we welcomed 4 new members to 
the Police Service, some of whom are already on patrol and others 
still in training. I wish to convey my sincerest appreciate to all of 
our employees for a job well done in 2015. I also wish to thank the 
citizens of our community for their continued support of our efforts in 
trying to keep our city safe. 

Ian R. Grant, M.O.M.
Chief of Police



OPERATIONS
In 2015 the Police Service Operations Division 
consisted of the Patrol, K-9 and Crime Sections. 
Included in the Crime Section is the Criminal 
Investigation Unit, Crime Support Unit, Intelligence 
Unit, Forensic Identification Unit, and Victim Services 
Unit. Other areas included in Operations is the 
Tactical Response Unit, Crisis Negotiation Unit, and 
Incident Commanders. These Units are integral in 
responding to the day to day needs related to calls 
for Service from the citizens of Brandon, visitors to 
Brandon, and assisting and working with our internal 
and external partners.

2015 was a very successful year for the Operations 
Division. This success is as a result of all employees 
of the Police Service and the citizens of Brandon 
working together to ensure our Community is a 
safe place to live, work, and enjoy activities we are 
interested in, without concerns that are presently 
affecting other communities, provincially, nationally 
and internationally.

I am proud to say that the members assigned to the 
Operations Division are dedicated to their profession 
and to this community. The members are proud 
of their accomplishments over this year, and look 
forward to any and all challenges they may face as we 
move through 2016 and beyond.

It is an honour to serve with the men and women of 
the Brandon Police Service. I thank all the members 
for their professionalism, dedication, commitment, 
hard work, and passion to do the work they do, in a 
constant environment of change.

D. Thompson #68
Deputy Chief of Police 
Operations Division



SUPPORT
In 2015 the Police Service Support Division 
comprised of the Operational Support Section and the 
Support Services Section.  The Operational Support 
Section encompasses the Traffic / By Law Unit, Media 
Officer, Community Policing Unit and the School 
Resource Officers while the Support Service Section 
oversees the Administrative Support Unit, the Training 
Unit and the Organizational Development Unit.

2015 brought several changes to the Support 
Services Section resulting in increased efficiencies 
and service to the public.  These changes included 
replacing the Sergeant in the Training Unit with a 
constable and providing that position with additional 
support through the Administrative Support Unit.   
Numerous Civilian Staff were cross trained for internal 
positions allowing for seamless relief and staff 
deployment to heavy workload areas and the Police 
Service added a Civilian Supervisor to enhance 
quality control.  The Organizational Development Unit 
continued to develop quality Policies and Procedures 
as well as conducted several internal audits to seek 
efficiencies.  Our Training Unit managed a budget of 
over 125,000 dollars and provided quality national and 
international training to 125 dedicated Employees.  
The Operational Support Section ensured our Traffic 
and By-Law unit was instrumental in the Police 

Services’ commitment to safe roadways.  Traffic 
Members participated in many traffic enforcement 
initiatives including distracted driving, road watches, 
festive spirits and motor vehicle compliance checks 
to name but a few.  By-law enforcement officers 
conducted applicable parking enforcement, served 
summons and dealt with all animal control by-laws 
for the City.  Our Media officers completed daily 
media reports and were engaged in our social media 
strategy including the use of Twitter and Facebook.  
Our Community Policing Officers participated with 
the community offering numerous presentations and 
safety audits and well as coordinating a multitude of 
Community Policing Initiatives.  Our School Resource 
Officers were in all of the Brandon schools and gave 
in excess of 200 presentations.  Both the Community 
Policing and School Resource members teamed up 
in the spring/summer to enhance community safety 
through bike patrols.

I would like to personally thank our dedicated staff for 
their time and commitment to improving the safety of 
all who live, play and visit our community.

Wayne Balcaen
Deputy Chief of Police
Support Services Division



COMMUNITY 
MOBILIZATION

Community Mobilization is the gathering together of 
government and non-government Human Service 
Professionals for the purpose of identifying individuals 
or families who are at Acutely Elevated Risk. Community 
Mobilization is not an organization or an entity, but 
is rather a disciplined conversation amongst agency 
professionals with the goal of lowering risk in the lives of 
people in Brandon and the surrounding Westman area. 
The group of agency representatives that gather at the 
situation table each week are referred to as the “HUB”. 
Community Mobilization is collaborative, risk driven, and 
pre-emptive. The goal is to reach individuals or families 
at Acutely Elevated Risk and connect them to supports 
and services before the situation escalates or a tragedy 
occurs. When a situation brought to the table is accepted 
by the HUB as having met the criteria of Acutely Elevated 
Risk, agencies are identified that are in the best position 
to offer supports or services. These agencies are selected 
based on the risk identified in that particular situation, and 
a door knock takes place. Prior to the actual door knock 
only the participating agencies selected as relevant to 
that situation meet, information is shared and intervention 
planning takes place. Community Mobilization, by its 
collaborative effort, is able to deliver services very often 
on the same day that a discussion takes place at the HUB 
table.

Community Mobilization first came to Canada in 2010, 
when the Prince Albert Police Service introduced this 
model. The City of Brandon and Westman began the 
process of implementing this initiative in Brandon in 
January of 2015, and the HUB table was launched locally 
at the end of April 2015. By year end, the Westman HUB 
discussed 97 situations of Acutely Elevated Risk. The 
response from the community has been overwhelmingly 
supportive and countless lives have been positively 
impacted as a result of Westman HUB. The Brandon 
Police Service has one police officer dedicated to this 
effort on a full time basis.



COMMUNITY MOBILIZATION WORKS

Well everybody I am going home. It seems like a long time since May when you guys all got together to help 
me. I know I didn’t do as good as I wanted to but when I decided for sure to go home, I knew that I was on the 
way. The day you guys met with me in Janis’s office you might not have know but I knew that was the first day. 
I made lots of mistakes after that I but I knew I was changing because I felt different about the bad choices I 
was making and I didn’t before. I never could have made the decision to go home if you guys didn’t come to 
help me that day. I never thought a group of people who probably get paid really good money would want to 
come together to help me for no reason other than being good to other people. I felt that every time I talked 
with any of you. I never would have thought that a Brandon cop would shake my hand and said he cared about 
what happens to me and he wanted to see me happy in life. That really made me say wow, So I am going 
home for my mom to help me get back to well and learn to live sober. I am going home to be a mom to my son 
and spend Christmas with the people I know really love me too. I know this is the right decision in my heart and 
I wouldn’t have done this without you guys. Janis you never ever let me down and l know it took me a long long 
time to trust you but you never rushed me. To all the people at the crisis house I will never thank you enough 
for giving me shelter and good talks and support. I know I didn’t afways follow the rules but you supported me. 

A lot went wrong for me here and I did a lot of things wrong. Brandon has a lot of bad memories but I will never 
forget the group of people that came to help. I hope you all have a merry Christmas and you get to take a 
break from your jobs to enjoy your kids and your wives and husbands and family. I will never forget you. Thank 
you from my whole heart.

A testimonial from a person assisted through Community Mobilization in their own words.



STAFF  COMPLEMENT
SECONDMENTS
Constable Russell Paterson

Constable J. Dupuis

PROMOTIONS
Bonnie Yeomans 
Wayne Balcaen 
Erin MacKay
Kevin Loewen
Jason Dupuis

RETIREMENTS
Inspector Shane Corley
Constable John Puteran

CFDA Supervisor
Inspector
Senior Clerk
Staff Sergeant
Sergeant

Assiniboine Community College – Police 
Studies Course 
Criminal Intelligence Service Manitoba

Constable J. Dupuis and Chief I.R. Grant

Constable J. Foidart and Chief I.R. Grant

Mayor R. Chrest, Staff Sergeant K. Loewen and 
Chief I.R. Grant

Constable J. Puteran and Chief I.R. Grant

NEW HIRES
Karen Bouchard
Jess Van Loo
Brenda Roth
Cheryl Crossley
Jeremy Foidart
Yaroslav Trokhym

CFDA
CFDA
CFDA
Finance Officer
Constable
Constable



AWARDS

Cst Alice Potter
MB Justice Law Enforcement 
Award presented by Chief Ian 
Grant and Justice Minister Gord 
Mackintosh

Cst Kirby Sararas
YMCA Women of Distinction
(No Picture Available)

Chief Ian Grant
Member of the Order of Merit of 
Police Force

Cst Jeff Hoad
MB Justice Law Enforcement 
Award presented by Chief Ian 
Grant and Justice Minister Gord 
Mackintosh



34,029
CALLS FOR SERVICE

2015 CRIME STATISTICS

CRIMES  AGAINST PERSONS
Homicide - 1 Degree
Attempted Murder
Sexual Offences
Assaults
Forcible Confinement/Abduction/Other
Robbery
Criminal Harassment
Uttering Threats
Threatening / Harassing Calls
Other Violent Crimes

890
1
1

90
570

14
41
15

109
12
37

CRIMES  AGAINST  PROPERTY
Arson
Break & Enters
Theft of Vehicles
Theft Over $5,000
Theft Under $5,000
Possession of Stolen Property
Fraud
Property Damage

2,948
26

318
112

5
1,270

75
209
933

OTHE R  CRIMES
Weapons Offences
Impaired Driving
Various Other Crimes

1, 252
49

149
1,054

CONTROLLED   DRUG  &  
SUBSTANCE  ACT
Possession
Trafficking
Production

76
25
49

2

OTHER FEDERAL STATUTUES 167

TOTAL  CRIMINAL  CODE  VIOLATIONS 5,090 FEDERAL  SATUTE  OFFENSES 243

TOTAL CRIMINAL  CODE  & FEDERAL  STATUTES  5,333

All Statistics above are subject to change based on completion of 
officer reports & input. Statistics have been obtained as reported 
by Brandon Police Service Computer Aided Dispatch (CAD), Police 
Reporting & Occurence System (PROS) and in discussion with the 
Canadian Centre of Justice Statistics (CCJS). 
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City of Brandon Operating Grant
Additional Revenue
Criminal Forfeiture Funding
Total Revenue

$12,819,904
$2,200,777

$143,725
$15,164,406

Brandon   Police   Service   2015  Budget Approved/Actuals

Grants, Contributions & Public Relations
Total

$176,157

$101,912

$645,651
$353,157
$300,000

$73,802
$24,876

5.25%
4.29%
2.35%
1.99%
1.17%
1.13%
0.68%

0.49%
0.17%

Overtime Salaries includes Funded & Special Duty 
Contract Service: Contracts, Professional/Legal Fees
Operations Capital Reserve Appropriation
Materials & Supplies: Parts/Materials & Ammunition
Training Travel, Conference Fees & Police Board 
Benefits: Uniforms & Boot/Clothing Allowance 
Equipment Purchases: Criminal Forfeiture Funded
Utilities: Telephone & Cellular
Equipment Purchases: Budgeted

2015 Budget

84.54%
14.51%

0.95%

$169,666

$12,295,139 81.69%Regular Salaries, Indemnity & Honorarium & Shift Differential
Police Vehicles: BPS Fleet, Leases, Insurance, Fuel, Mtce & Capital Contribution $790,410

$98,190 0.65%

$21,252 0.14%

Regular  Salaries
81.69%

Police  Vehicles
5.25%

Overtime Salaries
4.29%

Contract Services
2.35%

Operationals  Capital 
Reserve  Appropriation

1.99%

Parts/Materials, Ammunition
1.17%

Training 
Travel, 

Conference 
Fees & Police 

Board
1.13%

Uniforms, 
Boots, 

Clothing
0.68%

Equipment 
Purchases: 

Criminal 
Forfeiture

0.65% Telephone / Cellular
0.49%

Equipment Purchases: 
Budgeted
0.17%

Grant Contributions
0.14%

2015 Budget

Total
Less: 2016 Carry Over Criminal Property Forfeiture Purchase Commitments

$68,658
$45,535

2015 Surplus 0.46%

$15,050,213



COMMUNITY  COMPLIMENTS

Your professional approach 
and passion towards your 
job are commendable. It 
remains evident that the 

Brandon Police Service are 
committed and dedicated to 
providing the best policing 

for our community.

The young officer that did the take down 
in front of the BU gym…this young man 
chased, was jumped and was stabbed but 
still got the job done, kudos to him for not 
letting the situation get out of hand, even 
though he sacrificed his safety, it would’ve 
been easier just to let him run away... too 
many people take for granted that 
person in the uniform ensuring our safety 
at home... I have nothing but respect and 
admiration for these  people... thank you 
for what you do.

I am writing to give thanks to one of 
your officers, whose name is unknown 
to me, and to the Brandon Police 
Service as a whole.

Yesterday, on my way to work, my 
car ran out of gas on Victoria Ave. 
just off of 18th (two blocks from the 
gas station!). Just as I was coming to 
terms with the fact that I’d have to 
call a tow truck and fork over a pretty 
penny for that service, an officer 
pulled over and asked if everything 
was OK.

If it weren’t for him I would have 
been very late for work or missed it 
entirely, which would have seriously 
compromised my job security.

So, thank you unknown policeman! 
And thank you BPS!

I was pulled over as my 
registration had expired at midnight...

he was very polite and very helpful. 
I’m not from Brandon so as well as 
escorting me to my friends place he 
also pointed out a insurance place.

That was close by...he was awesome 
and very polite so thumbs up to the 
unnamed officer...you made my day 

Thanks



CASES OF INTEREST

In November of 2014, Brandon Police Service was alerted to 
inappropriate content which had been uploaded to a suspicious 
photo sharing website, and found to have been uploaded from 
Brandon. An investigation was launched at that time, and it was 
discovered that the photos which had been uploaded were of 
children who reside in and around Brandon. While the photos did 
not contain child nudity, they were posted on a website frequented 
by pedophiles and contained captions which were very sexually 
suggestive. Police were able to identify the address that the content 
was uploaded from, and develop a suspect. In January of 2015 a 
search warrant was obtained for the suspect’s residence, which 
resulted in the discovery of child pornography and the seizure of 
computers, cellular phones, and digital storage media. The suspect 
was arrested, interviewed and admitted to the offences. 

A forensic analysis was done at Brandon Police Service of the items 
seized. Digital media involving the suspect and a local victim, two 
years of age, was discovered. Police were able to successfully 
identify the victim. The suspect was subsequently charged 
criminally with a number of offences including sexual assault, sexual 
interference and production of child pornography. 

Assistance was given by the RCMP Integrated Child Exploitation 
(ICE) Unit for categorizing all of the images and videos located on 
the media which was seized from the suspect. In total, the suspect 
had a collection over 74GB in size containing over 51,000 images of 
child pornography.

CHILD  PORNOGRAPHY



Between March and June 2015 there were 
a rash of commercial business robberies 
in Brandon resulting in the theft of several 
thousands of dollars in cash and thousands 
of pills of prescription medication. In all 
instances the suspect(s) were armed 
with a knife and covered their faces to 
conceal their identity. The final robbery 
occurred in June in the middle of the day 
at a pharmacy located in the 100 block 
of 6th street. The suspects ran down the 
back alley to a waiting getaway vehicle. 
A witness was able to get a description of 
the vehicle and its license plate number. 
Police had developed a suspect in these 
robberies and members immediately 
attended to the area where the suspect 
lived. A vehicle matching the description of 
the vehicle used in the robbery was seen 
in the suspects driveway. Police saw one 
suspect get into a taxi and drive away while 
the other drove off in the vehicle. Both 
vehicles were stopped by police and the 
two male suspects were arrested. Police 
retrieved the pills of medication taken 
during the robbery preventing them from 
getting on the street.

Also of note the vehicle used in the 
pharmacy robbery had been reported 
stolen from Saskatoon, SK and had two 
stolen license plates with it.

The apprehension of these two subjects 
lead police to the identity of a third 
accomplice who had travelled from Alberta 
to commit one of the robberies. As a result 
of the police investigation, the three male 
suspects were found to have ties to each 
other through serving time together in a 
correctional facility in Saskatchewan. All 
three males were subsequently charged 
criminally for their part in the robberies 
along with several other charges.

ROBBERIES



BRANDON POLICE SERVICE 
CADET CORPS
The doors opened at the Brandon Armoury on November 
4th, 2014 for the very first Parade night of the Brandon Police 
Service Cadet Corps (BPSCC).  Youth between the ages of 13 
and 18, male and female from the Westman area were invited 
to join, free of charge to the weekly meetings to further explore 
their interests in law enforcement. 

Cadets began their first night with introduction to Drill 
movements, push-ups, team building icebreakers, push-
ups, sports and oh yes, push-ups!  In general, most parade 
nights followed the same routine – Fall in, Drill, Police lesson, 
canteen and then sports.  The Police lesson of course was the 
highlight of the evening and always proved to be entertaining.  
The lessons were structured to be hands-on learning as all 
the Cadets came from 8 hours of schooling just prior to the 
evenings parade, and sitting at a desk for another 2 hours was 
not appealing.

By Christmas break the Cadet Corps had grown to over 30 
Cadets registered, with around 25 attending on a regular basis.  
The Cadets came from all walks of life, ethnicities, towns and 
backgrounds.  The only requirement for the program is to 
maintain good behaviour and a clean criminal record.  Each 
Cadet is monitored on a random basis as per their application 
agreement with registering to ensure all youth are in the 
program for the right reasons and getting the most out of the 
program possible.

Thoughout the year we had guest speakers in to present their 
expertise’s to the Cadets, which was always well received.  Cst 
EWANYSHYN took them through fingerprinting which led to ink 
painted faces. Sgt LOCKHART & Cst JAMES joined us on a 
couple occasions for modified control tactics and handcuffing.  
Sgt PARTRIDGE came in with Weapons safety and a glimpse 
into the TRU team.  Constables FRIESEN & KULCHYSKI with 
their Police Service Dogs Karma and Blue spent a night full of 
demonstrations, article searches and a bite demonstration.

Cadets were also involved outside of the Police Service 
with the Ducks Unlimited Pigeon shoot competition. Cadets 
spent a full day running the disk throwers for the event, which 
was rewarded with a whole evening of shotgun training 
and shooting.  Cadets partook in outdoor sports, city walks, 
Travelers Day parade, MS walk and even a trip to Dairy Queen.

The Training year slipped by fast and Graduation day on June 
16th, 2015 was a huge success.  Dignitaries and parents, 
families and friends all attended to watch their Cadets graduate 
from the inaugural Cadet year.  The Cadets marched in to 
‘COPS’ theme song, and left in the afternoon with honour, 
pride, confidence and a sense of belonging.



LAW 
ENFORCEMENT 
REVIEW AGENCY 
COMPLAINTS

In 2015 the Brandon Police Service received 
notification of four (4) complaints being filed 
with the Law Enforcement Review Agency.

Of these, one (1) complaint was abandoned, 
one (1) was Out of Scope and two (2) 
complaints are still pending.

The Process for Filing Complaints 
Against Police Service Employees:

The Police Service requires that all 
complaints against employees, that are not 
formally resolved at the Supervisory level, be 
promptly and thoroughly investigated.  

All Police Service employees are governed 
by the provisions of the Brandon Police 
Service Disciplinary Procedures By-Law.  In 
addition, Police Members are also governed 
by the provisions of the Law 
Enforcement Review Act.

Anyone who feels aggrieved by the conduct 
or service provided by an employee 
may make a complaint by contacting the 
following:

Any employee of the Police Service 
(204) 729-2345

The On-Duty Supervisor 
(204) 729-2345

The Chief of Police  
(204) 729-2305

The Commissioner of the Law 
Enforcement Review Agency 
1-800-282-8069 
FAX:  (204) 948-1014
E-mail:  lera@gov.mb.ca
Website:  www.gov.mb.ca/justice/lera

The nature of the complaint determines 
whether the Police Service or the Law 
Enforcement Review Agency will investigate 
it.  All complaints outside the scope of 
the Law Enforcement Review Act are 
investigated by the Police Service.




